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Growth patterns of the slime mold Physarumon a nonuniform substrate

Ragnhild Halvorsrud and Geri Wagner
Department of Physics, University of Oslo, Box 1048 Blindern N-0316 Oslo, Norway

~Received 4 June 1997; revised manuscript received 3 September 1997!

The MyxomycetePhysarum polycephalumhas been grown on nonuniform substrates, where the nutrients
were confined in separated drops of agar medium. Spatial and temporal aspects of the resulting growth
structures were studied by time-lapse video techniques and analyzed using image processing software. The
growth process on a linear substrate of drops can be described in terms of a searching phase alternating with
a feeding phase. On a linear array of drops, thePhysarumadvanced uniformly after an initial lag phase. On a
two-dimensional drop substrate two different growth regimes could be distinguished: branched growth was
observed on substrates with small drop diameters and compact growth, similar to growth on uniform sub-
strates, was observed on substrates with larger drop diameters. The drop size is a crucial parameter that
mediates characteristic plasmodial morphologies. A crossover from branched to compact growth was observed
in some of the experiments. A spatial correlation function was used that could quantitatively distinguish
between the different growth regimes.@S1063-651X~98!05501-9#

PACS number~s!: 87.22.As, 05.40.1j
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I. INTRODUCTION

The general interest in growth and formation of patte
in biological systems has increased rapidly in recent ye
@1–9#. One of many interesting patterns in nature is the n
work of veins formed by the slime moldPhysarum polyceph
alum. In the plasmodium stage,Physarumforms a single
giant cell that can measure several inches in diameter.

Since the establishment of axenic culturing technique
1961@10#, the MyxomycetePhysarum polycephalumhas be-
come an ideal research organism for the study of proce
of general biological significance@11#. Much attention has
been devoted to the intrinsic biorhythms characterizing
cell cycle @12# and the ectoplasmic contractions driving t
reversible protoplasmic streaming@13,14#. Physarum has
also been a prime research organism in developmental
ogy @15,16# and genetics@17# since it can be cultured in th
laboratory throughout its entire life cycle. APhysarumplas-
modium has no permanent structure but retains a chara
istic form throughout growth and migration. During migr
tion the plasmodium is organized into a fan-shaped fr
followed by a network of interconnected veins. The ve
decrease in diameter towards the front region, eventu
merging into a homogeneous sheet of cell contents at
edge.

Here, we are concerned with a pattern simpler than
network of veins, namely, the geometrical shape of the
veloping plasmodium. It is well known that the plasmodiu
grows steadily in a humid environment with adequate nu
tion, interrupted about every 10–14 h by synchrono
nuclear division@11,18#. Under such conditions the plasmo
dium is completely sedentary and forms an approxima
isotropic structure@19#. In contrast, non-nutrient substrate
generate plasmodia with directed structures, capable of
grating a few centimeters per hour@20–22#. Migration can
be directed by external stimuli such as chemical gradie
~chemotaxis! @23# and temperature gradients~thermotaxis!
@24–26#.

The composition of the substrate supporting a grow
571063-651X/98/57~1!/941~8!/$15.00
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plasmodium is crucial with respect to the structure that
formed. The general knowledge of growth and developm
in Physarumis basically limited to plasmodia grown unde
controlled conditions, where the substrate is uniform. In
ture, however, the plasmodium is exposed to a nonunifo
environment. It is thus interesting to study plasmod
growth and development on nonuniform substrates, wh
the dynamics of the growth patterns are better revealed.
cently, Physarumhas been grown on substrates where
nutrition is confined in separated agar medium drops. T
drops had a diameter of about 1 cm, and were deposited
a hydrophobic surface@27#. These substrates mediate an a
tive search for nutrients, and nutrient absorption can o
take place within confined regions. In contrast, uniform su
strates allow for continual absorption of nutrients both s
tially and temporally. Patterns of growth ranging from se
entary, dense growth to nonuniform, diffusive growth we
observed.

Two different phases can be distinguished during plasm
dial advancement on the drop substrate. During the ‘‘sea
ing phase,’’ the plasmodium migrates on the open space
tween the nutrient drops. The ‘‘feeding phase’’ begins wh
a fresh drop is contacted by the plasmodium. The plasm
dium covers the drop completely and remains stationary u
the next searching phase begins, possibly triggered by n
ent exhaustion near the drop surface.

In this work, we report studies of the growth and migr
tion of Physarumon the borderline between the sedenta
and the migratory regime. Using drops with small diamete
we found that the patterns of invaded drops form rand
ramified structures, in pronounced contrast to the appro
mately circular shape of a sedentary plasmodium growing
a uniform plate of agar medium. A photograph from the fin
stage of one of the experiments is shown in Fig. 1. T
plasmodial structure branched as the plasmodium sear
for and found nutrient drops. The length scale of t
branches was determined by the drop diameters and
much larger than the scale characterizing the branc
searching structure of a starving plasmodium. In some of
941 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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942 57RAGNHILD HALVORSRUD AND GERI WAGNER
experiments with intermediate drop diameters, a transi
from random, ramified growth to compact growth—
reminiscent of growth on a homogeneous substrate—was
served as the plasmodium size increased.

II. METHODS

In all of the experiments, the Colonia-Leicester stra
~CL! @28# of Physarum polycephalumwas used, which de
velops haploid plasmodia@29#. The CL strain is known to be
less light sensitive than the diploid strains, tolerating we
light exposure without sporulating. The plasmodia were k
in an incubator at 27 °C and maintained in petri dishes
agar containing McArdles medium. Details of the culturi
methods can be found elsewhere@11#.

A. Preparing the substrate

Computer-drawn templates were used to prepare s
strates with regular arrays of nutrient drops. The templa
contained ink circles with the desired size and spacing.
pattern of circles was imprinted on hydrophobic transpare
sheets. A mixture of molten agar and McArdles medium w
deposited in the centers of the circles at a temperatur
about 70 °C, using a multidispenser pipette~Finnpipette
4540!. The resulting constant volume drops solidified
about a minute.

Linear arrays and two-dimensional square lattice arr
were prepared, including up to 30 and 223 22 drops, re-
spectively. The lattice parameters used can be found in T
I. In the square lattice arrays, the drops covered betw
23% and 67% of the total substrate area.

The substrates were inoculated by transferring a plas
dial sample to one of the drops. Samples were taken f
vital plasmodia with a compact structure. In most cases,
inoculated substrate was kept in an incubator for some h
to optimize growth conditions. The first searching pha
started after a long delay that varied greatly among

FIG. 1. Physarumgrowing on a substrate consisting of discre
agar medium drops. The most recently invaded drops are cov
by yellowish plasmodium~shown in gray!. Drops that became in
vaded at earlier stages are covered by a transparent structure
substrate is of typeA; see Table I.
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samples. The first invasion event was thus not included in
statistical analysis.

B. Experimental setup

The inoculated substrate was contained in a transpa
box made of 2 mm thick PMMA~polymethylmethacrylate!
plates that was closed with Parafilm sealing tape. A diffu
light source was used to illuminate the transparent substr
Four fans were mounted to disperse the heat emitted by
light source and to prevent condensation of vapor inside
experimental box.

The growth process was monitored using time-lapse vi
recording~Panasonic TL 6720A!. The video camera~Pana-
sonic WV-GL350! was interfaced with a PC through
PCVision Frame Grabber Adapter for on-line processing a
analysis of the image. Based on the gray scale of the pi
representing the substrate, the system was able to disting
between drops covered by plasmodial mass and bare d
~occupied and nonoccupied drops, respectively!.

The duration of an experiment ranged from one day t
week, depending on the drop size and the drop spacing.
experiments were terminated when the plasmodial struc
reached the boundary of the substrate.

C. Measurements and analysis

The experiments were analyzed in terms of invas
events in space and time. An invasion event was define
propagation of the plasmodium onto a fresh nutrient dr
For each invasion event, the arrival timet and the drop po-
sition vector were measured.

The analysis of the growth process was done either ma
ally by studying time-lapse video recordings, or automa
cally by means of an image processing routine. In the man
analysis,t was defined as the time when thePhysarumstruc-
ture physically contacted the new drop. In the automa
analysis, the experiment was recorded as a sequence of
tized black-and-white images with a resolution of 2563512
pixels. Each pixel represented a region of the substrate u
in the experiment, and had a value corresponding to
brightness of the region. The arrival time was defined as
time when the majority of the pixels representing a drop h
values below a threshold value, indicating covering by
plasmodium. The two methods were carefully compared
gave consistent results.

III. RESULTS

A. Growth on the drop substrate

Figure 2~a! shows a plasmodium growing on a on
dimensional drop substrate during the searching phase.

ed

The

TABLE I. Parameters of the drop substrates used in the exp
ments, including the center-to-center distanced between two neigh-
boring drops, the drop diameterd, the drop volumeV, and the
fractional area covered by the drops.

Substrate Spacingd Diameterd Volume V Coverage

A 0.92 cm 0.50 cm 25m l 23%
B 0.92 cm 0.65 cm 50m l 39%
C 0.92 cm 0.85 cm 75m l 67%
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57 943GROWTH PATTERNS OF THE SLIME MOLDPHYSARUM. . .
FIG. 2. Physarumgrowing on a regular one-dimensional array of agar medium drops of typeB ~medium-size drops!. ~a! The most
recently invaded drop~second from top! is surrounded by a broad fan-shaped searching structure that is about to make contact with t
drop~searching phase!. The searching structure formed after the previous invasion is also visible. The older, more transparent sectio
plasmodium were often organized into major veins oriented along the growth direction.~b! After 20 min, the plasmodium has entered th
feeding phase, forming a smooth front as the drop is invaded. Expansion of the searching structures is stalled at this stage.~c! A finger-
shaped searching structure protrudes from the plasmodium on a recently invaded drop, indicating the initiation of a new searchin
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searching structures expanded almost isotropically within
angle of about 180°, with a slight preference for the forwa
direction. The expansion of a searching structure diminis
strongly when the plasmodium made physical contact wit
fresh drop, terminating the searching phase. In the feed
phase, Fig. 2~b!, the plasmodium advanced rapidly on th
fresh drop surface, forming a dense structure reminiscen
growth on a uniform substrate. Complete invasion of a d
was followed by a time delay before a new searching ph
began, indicated by new plasmodial structures emerging
wards from the drop. Figure 2~c! shows a dendritic searchin
structure consisting of fingers protruding out from the pl
modium. The searching structures developed at any s
normally occurred in the direction along the major vein
much like the migration mechanisms observed when us
homogeneous substrates@30,31#. In older parts of the plas
modium, the two phases could not be distinguished clea
and were probably mixed. On two-dimensional substra
different sections of the front changed from one phase to
other, such that the two phases coexisted.

During the growth process, the active part of the plasm
dium resided on an increasing number of drops. Along w
new invasions, protoplasm from aged structures was tra
ported towards the front region. At a later stage, the a
structures could be reactivated if the plasmodium chan
the direction of migration. The searching structures from p
vious invasion events eventually reorganized into th
veins, normally oriented along the propagation direction.

B. Growth on linear drop substrates

A drop at one end of a linear array of medium-sized dro
~type B) was inoculated, and the plasmodium proceeded
wards the other end. The number of invaded drops,N(t),
was measured as a function of the normalized arrival tim
t5t/TN , in 14 experiments, each involving 20 invasio
events. For each experiment,TN was defined as the mea
n
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time that elapsed between two successive invasion eve
TN varied from 44 to 108 min, reflecting large fluctuation
among individual samples.

Figure 3 shows a plot of the number of invaded dro
versus the averaged normalized arrival timet̄ , obtained by
taking the mean of normalized arrival times with respect t
given numberN of invaded drops. The data were fitted to
function of the form

N~ t̄ !52a1v t̄ 1~11a!e2 t̄ /tc. ~1!

A nonlinear least-squares fit yieldeda5461, v51.260.1,

FIG. 3. The numberN( t̄ ) of invaded drops as a function of th

averaged normalized time,t̄ , in 14 experiments on a one
dimensional array of drops~circles!. The shaded region indicate
the width of one standard deviation. The solid line represents a fi
the data points. Also indicated in the figure is the characteri
time tc , after which the growth became asymptotically line
in time. Inset: Probability densityP(Dt) of the normalized
time intervalDt.
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944 57RAGNHILD HALVORSRUD AND GERI WAGNER
andtc5862. The data as well as the fit indicate a transie
initial regime with reduced propagation velocity fort̄ !tc ,
and a tendency of uniform advancement with constant pro
gation velocity,v, for t̄ @tc . Thus a stationary state is ap
proached after the timet̄ 'tc ~or t'tcTN) has elapsed.

The inset in Fig. 3 shows the probability density,P(Dt),
of the normalized time intervalDt to elapse between succe
sive invasion events. In most of the experiments, the in
sions occurred very regularly, such that the intervalsDt
were clustered around 1.0. On some occasions, a plas
dium failed to hit the next drop within the average time ran
TN , accounting for the tail towards long times.

Figure 4 shows the time intervals between successive
vasion events, separated into intervalsDt f and Dts . Here,
Dt f(N) was defined as the elapsed time between the mom
of first contact with theNth drop and the complete coverag
of the drop by the plasmodium. This interval was interpre
as the duration of the feeding phase.Dts(N) represented the
time from the complete coverage of theNth drop to the
moment of first contact with the next drop. This interval w
interpreted as the duration of the searching phase. In
three analyzed experiments,Dts was systematically longe
thanDt f , and an average ratio of^Dts /Dt f&'1.5 was found.

Using the values for the drop diameter and the drop sp
ing given in Table I, the migration velocitiesv f andvs dur-
ing the feeding phase and the searching phase, respect
was calculated. From the data shown in Fig. 4, a migrat
velocity ratio ofv f /vs'3.5 was found, indicating a reduce
migration velocity in a fixed direction in non-nutrient space

C. Growth on two-dimensional drop substrates

Three different substrate types (A, B, andC) were used
~see Table I!. The drop size was varied while the center-t
center drop distance was kept constant. A drop in the ce
of the substrate was inoculated, and the growth process
monitored until the substrate boundary was reached. Figu
shows the number of invaded drops,N(t), as a function of

FIG. 4. Durations of the feeding phase and the searching ph
Dt f andDts , respectively, plotted as a function of the drop ind
N. Different gray shades refer to three different experiments c
ducted with linear drop substrates of typeB.
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the normalized arrival time,t5t/TN , in a typical experiment
using a typeB substrate~medium-size drops!. The substrate
size was 133 13 drops, and the experiment lasted for 36
The inset shows the spatial pattern of invaded drops.
temporal order of the invasions is indicated by the incre
in gray shades.

The growth patterns observed in the experiments were
great diversity. Figure 6 shows a graphical representation
three additional experiments on substrateB. In Fig. 6~a! the
plasmodium grew in a branched manner and did not form
compact structure. In the experiments represented in F
6~b! and 6~c!, the substrates had the same properties~typeB)
but contained a 20320 array of drops. In one of the exper
ments@Fig. 6~b!#, the plasmodium grew in a compact mann
and covered a large fraction of the drops.

In the experiment represented in Fig. 6~c!, the plasmo-
dium appeared to migrate in one direction rather than spre
ing out approximately isotropically.

e,

-

FIG. 5. The numberN(t) of drops invaded in an experimen
using a two-dimensional substrate of typeB, plotted as a function
of the normalized timet5t/TN . Inset: Graphical representation o
the spatial growth pattern. The drops invaded by the plasmod
are represented by circles. The gray scale indicates the orde
invasion, with the darker shades representing the later invasi
The inoculum drop is marked with a cross.

FIG. 6. Graphical representations of plasmodial growth in th
experiments using two-dimensional substrates of typeB ~medium-
size drops!. The drops invaded by the plasmodium are represen
by circles. The gray shade indicates the order of invasion, with
darker shades representing the later invasions. The inoculum dr
marked with a cross.
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57 945GROWTH PATTERNS OF THE SLIME MOLDPHYSARUM. . .
Figures 7 and 8 show graphs analogous to Fig. 5 obta
from two experiments in which smaller drops~substrate type
A) and larger drops~substrate typeC) were used, respec
tively. The substrates sizes were 213 21 drops in both
cases. The plasmodium appeared to grow in a random m
ner in a low-nutrient environment~Fig. 7!. Growth usually
occurred in only one direction at a time and the plasmodi
formed branches. At any stage, the growth direction co
reverse and new branches were formed. The invasion
drops occurred in bursts, as the growing searching struc
found several fresh drops approximately simultaneously.
more nutritious environment~Fig. 8!, bursts occurred only
during the initial stage. Several searching structures origi
ing from different drops developed simultaneously, and
burstlike invasion pattern was smeared out. At later sta
the plasmodium formed a more compact structure consis

FIG. 7. The numberN(t) of drops invaded in an experimen
using a two-dimensional substrate of typeA ~small drops!, plotted
as a function of the normalized timet5t/TN . Inset: Graphical
representation of the spatial growth pattern.

FIG. 8. The numberN(t) of drops invaded in an experimen
using a two-dimensional substrate of typeC ~large drops!, plotted
as a function of the normalized timet5t/TN . Inset: Graphical
representation of the spatial growth pattern.
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of one or more massive regions of invaded drops. The p
modium expanded continuously along a wide front, and
number of invaded drops increased approximately quad
cally with time.

In the experiment illustrated in Fig. 5, the growth patte
underwent a transition from branched growth to comp
growth after about 20 h (t'30). The transition is reflected
in a smooth increase ofN(t) for t.30, compared to the
stepwise increase in the early stages.

The difference between the two growth regimes can
quantified by defining a function 1<x(N)<4 representing
the number of occupied drops among the nearest neigh
of theNth drop invaded by the plasmodium.x(N) is a mea-
sure for the spatial correlation in the vicinity of theNth drop,
observed at the final stage of the experiment. A coarser
scription is more suitable, provided by the step function

w~N!5H 1 if x~N!>3

0 otherwise.
~2!

w(N) is defined for 0<N<Nmax, whereNmax is the maxi-
mum number of drops invaded during an experiment. T
threshold coordination number 3 was chosen judiciously.
integrating w(N), a continuously decreasing correlatio
function

f~N!5S (
i 51

N

w~ i !D 2N ~3!

is obtained, characterizing the temporal evolution of the s
tial correlations during an experiment. Here, the drop ind
N is used as a time parameter.~The subtraction ofN is only
for convenience.! For branched growth of the plasmodium
most of the drops will have less than three invaded neighb
andf(N) decreases with a slope close to21. If a compact
cluster of invaded drops is formed, the drops in the cente
the cluster have three or even four invaded neighbors,
f(N) is constant.

Figure 9 shows a plot off(N) as a function ofN for the

FIG. 9. Plot of the functionf(N) defined in Eq.~3! as a func-
tion of the drop indexN. The curves correspond to the experimen
illustrated in Figs. 5, 7, and 9.
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946 57RAGNHILD HALVORSRUD AND GERI WAGNER
three experiments illustrated in Figs. 5, 7, and 8. For
experiment on the typeA substrate~Fig. 7!, f(N) decreased
with a slope of about20.5. For the experiment on the typeB
substrate~Fig. 5!, f(N) reached a plateau atN'20, after an
initial decay. The plateau indicates that drops invaded at
stage became part of a compact plasmodial structure. Fo
experiment on the typeC substrate~Fig. 8!, f(N) had sev-
eral small plateaus and decreased slowly.

Figure 10 shows a similar plot off(N) representing
eleven experiments. Plateaus reflecting a crossover f
branched to compact growth are apparent in the graphs
resenting experiments on typeB substrates~medium-size
drops!. Using type A substrates~small drops!, a similar
crossover occurred in one experiment whereas three plas
dia grew in a branched fashion, indicated by the fast decre
of f(N). In two experiments on typeC substrates~large
drops!, the plasmodia formed compact structures at ea
stages such thatf(N) decreased slowly, in the absence
dominant plateaus. An even slower decrease off(N) was
measured in one of the experiments using a typeB substrate
@represented in Fig. 6~b!# in which the plasmodium formed
an extremely compact cluster.

IV. DISCUSSION

In the present work, an experimental approach was de
oped to study the patterns of growth inPhysarumplasmodia
from a macroscopic point of view, using nonuniform su
strates. The plasmodial behavior on these substrates c
prises a feeding phase characterized by growth~increase of
the plasmodium mass by nutrient absorption from a dro!,
and a searching phase characterized by migration of the p
modial front in a non-nutrient area~without any local in-
crease of the plasmodial mass!. The major veins formed be
tween previously invaded drops provide an effect
connection, allowing rapid transport of protoplasm all alo
the structure. In comparison, sedentary plasmodia on ho
geneous substrates normally arrange the major veins con
trically. The growth was quantified using the spatial corre
tion functionf(N) defined in Eq.~3!.

FIG. 10. Plot of the functionf(N) defined in Eq.~ 3! as a
function of the drop indexN. The curves correspond to experimen
performed on substrates of typeA, B, andC. The data from Fig. 9
are included in the plot.
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Plasmodial growth ofPhysarumgrowth has previously
been characterized in terms of RNA, DNA, and protein co
tent @32,33#. In suspensions of microplasmodia@19#, a con-
stant protein to DNA ratio has been observed during
exponential phase@34,35#, indicating that nuclear division
macromolecular synthesis, and overall growth are closely
lated @12#. However, the biochemical processes in the c
have not yet been related to the growth and developmen
the plasmodium on themacroscopic scale. Significant
progress in this field may be expected from the use of ma
ematical models in which the growth processes are redu
to a set of simple rules or differential equations. Recent
amples include the description of bacterial growth@36,37#
and aggregation of amoebae@38#, stripe formation on the
skin of fish @39#, and pattern formation on sea shells@40#.
The calibration of any such numerical model in terms of tim
scales and length scales is a difficult issue. In the pres
work, a time scale was defined by the sequence of drop
vasion events during each experiment. The experiments
scribed here are particularly well suited for comparison w
a numerical model, because growth patterns of individ
plasmodia and of simulated plasmodia could be compare
terms of drop invasions and alternating ‘‘searching’’ a
‘‘feeding,’’ rather than in terms of absolute time and leng
A computer model for the plasmodial growth is now und
development@48#. Preliminary results indicate that two con
ditions are crucial to match the experimental observations
growth on a drop substrate:~a! a strong preference to grow
well-supplied structures in nutritious regions, and~b! a
strong preference to expand plasmodial regions that w
formed recently.

On one-dimensional drop substrates, the plasmodia
lowed the trace of nutritious regions and the asympto
growth velocity was constant. On regular two-dimension
arrays the plasmodia formed irregular structures. The gro
appeared to be a random process, and the shape of the e
ing plasmodia varied greatly within a series of experimen
However, the plasmodia tended to grow in a more spa
manner on substrates with a low density of nutrient. On s
strates with a higher nutrient concentration~larger drops!, the
plasmodia grew more compactly, but without attaining t
almost regular shape of a sedentary plasmodium on a
form plate of agar. In other words, the size of the drop i
crucial parameter that mediates characteristic plasmo
morphologies. This result has strong parallels with obser
tions in other systems, as in bacterial colonies, where
overall pattern of growth can be externally controlled
varying the concentration of nutrients or the stiffness of
substrate@2,4#.

In some of the experiments with substrates of interme
ate drop size, a gradual transformation from branched gro
to compact growth was observed. Possibly, the crosso
would have occurred in all the experiments with intermedi
drop sizes if sufficiently large substrates had been used
might be speculated that such a crossover is related to
acquisition of a critical density of propagating fronts of th
plasmodium. We have, however, not been able to conn
the crossover with a unique order parameter. Relatively la
variations were observed in the mean time,TN , elapsing
between two successive invasions~up to a factor of about 2.5
for different experiments!. Furthermore, the initial delay be
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57 947GROWTH PATTERNS OF THE SLIME MOLDPHYSARUM. . .
tween inoculation and the first invasion event was found
vary even more. These fluctuations would probably
greatly reduced by using coalescence of microplasmodi
an inoculation process. The plasmodium formed by coa
cence is more isotropic compared to a piece excised fro
large plasmodium. Improvement of the culturing metho
may further reduce the fluctuations.

The growth of a plasmodium may be related to the c
cycle. Growth must alternate with the occurrence of mito
such that a doubling of the mass between two succes
mitoses occurs@19#. Consequently, growth must be related
the timing of mitosis, if balance is to be maintained. In o
experiments, mitosis was observed after the invasion of
proximately 5–10 drops on linear substrates@41#. The mi-
totic events were poorly synchronized, with a delay of up
5 min between neighboring drops. This delay can be
plained by the fact that an optimal mitotic synchrony rel
upon sufficient cytoplasmic exchange between all parts
the plasmodium. Evidently, the drop substrates do not m
ate structures with good cytoplasmic mixing.

It is commonly acknowledged that plasmodial migrati
ceases during mitosis@42–44#. Because of the asynchrony o
mitosis between neighboring drops, propagation of the p
modium can potentially be delayed. This may be a cont
uting factor to the reduction of propagation velocity on t
linear drop arrays in the initial interval (t̄!tc) ~Fig. 3!.

Substituting up to 20% of the medium drops with pu
water agar drops did not affect the growth process sign
cantly. No deviations of the time differencesDt between
subsequent invasion events could be discerned. This re
reflects the relative importance of water uptake in addition
nutrient absorption in plasmodia grown on the drop s
strate. However, the plasmodia developed the characteri
of a senescent structure earlier than the plasmodia grow
o
e
as
s-
a

s

ll
s
ve

r
p-

o
-

f
i-

s-
-

-

ult
o
-
ics
on

control arrays. The way the plasmodium interacts with
substrate is reflected also in the structure of the plasma m
brane. Plasmalemma invaginations are a characteristic
ture of Physarumin the plasmodium stage@45#, resulting in
an extensive enlargement of the surface area. It is repo
that the number of plasmalemma invaginations is highly c
related with the nutritional content of the substrate@46#.
Studies of the plasmalemma in connection with drop s
strate might be revealing, since the substrate necessarily
plies discrete nutrient ‘‘packages’’ during the feeding pha

In conclusion, contributions to a deeper understanding
the interplay between overall growth, nutrient absorptio
and nuclear division rely on experiments in which the patt
formation on the macroscopic scale can be directly relate
the cellular processes on a microscopic level. A suitable
proach in this direction is to track the cell cycle continuous
during the growth process without imposing any damage
the cell. This is possible for a plasmodium grown on a h
mogeneous substrate@47#, but is more difficult on the drop
substrate since the total cell mass is much smaller. Inho
geneous substrates, on the other hand, may serve to ma
and quantify differences in cell morphologies that are co
trolled by external factors.
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